
Drill Name:  Stratham K and 1&2 Week 3 (1)

Set up :  
In an appropriate sized area, put down at least as many mini 'goals' as you have players.  The 'goals' 
should be about a yard wide

Instructions:  
1-Challenge players to get through as many goals as they can while running, NO ball
2-Challenge players to get through as many goals as they can while skipping, NO ball
3-Ask players to find their own method to get through the goal (be creative), NO ball
4-Challenge players to get through as many goals as possible with ball
5-Challenge players to stop their ball on the goal line, turn themself around and dribble back through the 
way the came.
6-Challenge players to stop before the goal line, squeeze the ball between their feet and hop over the goal 
line.  They are to dribble normally until they come to a goal.
7-Ask the players to come with their own way to get thru the goal. Encourage creativity.

Coaching Points:  
1-Encourage players to dribble as fast as they would during a game
2-Encourage players to "find their own way" around the field - not following others
3-Encourage players not to always find an open goal.  One that other players aren't already going through



Drill Name:  Dribbling - Stuck in the Mud

Set up :  
Set-up coned area that is appropriate for the number of players you have. Players should have a good 
amount of space for them to work with. There will be 2+ defenders also dependent on number of 
participants. Pinnies are needed for defenders.

Instructions:  
All players start in square without ball. Defenders are trying to tag as many people as possible causing that 
person to be "stuck in the mud". The tagged player must stand with legs open to create a "goal". Players 
are unstuck by crawling through legs. Change defenders every few minutes.
After playing once & introducing coaching points #1 & 2 Play without a ball a 2nd time.
-After playing a 2nd time all dribblers need a ball:  Same as above except when tagged players pick up ball 
and place on their head. Players are unstuck by other players now passing the ball through their legs.

Coaching Points:  
1. Remind players to change speed and direction rapidly
2. Remind players that helping teammates is part of the game
3. Continue to encourage helping teammates and changing speed and direction when playing with a ball



Drill Name:  5&6's + - Keep Away Field - TYSL session

Set up :  
Create a square roughly 15x15 yrd.  All players must have ball except for 1 or 2 players (or coaches) 
dedicated as defenders to start the game.  

Instructions:  
Players with balls must keep their ball inside the area and away from any players without a ball.  Players 
without a ball are trying to steal a ball.  If a players ball is stolen they must steal a  new ball from another 
player.  If the ball goes out just have them bring it back in the square as quickly as possible.
Play for 1 minute to 90 seconds

Coaching Points:  
Prior to start:
-"Does the other team let you score goals in a real game?"
-"What do defenders do in a real game of soccer?"
-"If someone steals your ball should you sit down and cry?"
After start of game:
-big touches vs. little touches
-going in the opposite direction from defenders
-keeping the ball in the field
-"Should defenders kick the ball away from attackers or steal it from them?" - demonstrate!



Drill Name:  York - 2v2 Get out of Here

Set up :  
Create a field 25 steps by 25 steps
One goal on each end line
All balls begin with coach at half way line off the field

Instructions:  
Create two teams.  Each team creates a line next to the goal they are defending.  When the coach plays a 
ball into the field only the first player in each line enters the field creating a 1v1 game.  If the ball leaves the 
field or is scored the game is over and players must "GET OUT OF THERE".  The coach plays in a new ball 
for the next two players to enter.

Coaching Points:  
1. Encourage players to keep the ball in the field as long as possible.
2. Players should control the ball everytime it comes to them.
3. If a defender is trying to steal the ball they should go in another direction or show them their BACK
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